
First NYC (11/2/14)
The King and the City 

Isaiah 1 

Sermon 
Start msg w quotation: where did I read this? “Not all of the peo 
enjoyed the same prosperity. Cities became more imp as business 
& cultural ctrs of exchange. A definite class interest began to assert 
itself. The rich became richer & the poor became poorer. A soc that 
only 2 or 3 centuries earlier [had] no class distinction among its 
citizens now accommodated the wealthy & the poor. & as is gen 
the case, the econ diffs gave rise to soc distinctions that bred 
corruption, oppression, & injustice” (Bullock, 1st ed., p. 24). A 
story in last wk’s NYT? A report on gentrification in Harlem? A 
book about late 19th c NYC? No, a bib scholar writing about time 
when our txt written. Isa 1 (p. 459). Turning here bc our soc in a 
similar pos as Isa’s, & G’s word for them a good word for us. 

Prophs like Isa arose in the midst of changing soc/growing cities/
emerging class distinctions to remind peo of 1TG & point back to 
cov w him. Isa spec directed his msg to Judah & cap Jeru, but Isa 
tells Jeru that G’s plans for the city will stretch to every nat/peo/city. 

Now Isa’s msg has 3 parts, each w clear, distinct themes. So much 
so that many scholars assume mult authors. Not a nec conc: like 
saying one author could not write children’s lit, sci-fi, essays on 
Eng lang & sermons. But CSL did & he didn’t have the benefit of 
divine insp. So in each part of bk Isa tells the city & thus all cities a 
dift aspect of G’s glory: King (1–39), Serv (40–55), Conq (56–66). & 
when peo see the glory of G as King/Serv/Conq, it not only changes 
their relat w 1TG, but also changes relat w 1A—changes soc. So 
beg new series today on 1st pt of Isa: The King & the City. Today’s 
txt: 1st ch. Series will be suggestive not exhaustive. Thus handout 
for more info, sermon notes, lunchtime conv starters. Isa 1 similar 
to 1st paragraph of news story: everything you need to know. Who/
what/when/where/why, w rest filling out details. So Isa 1. 
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Clear from outset that G not happy w his peo. G says that Jeru 
guilty of rebellion (2). Now that must have come as a shock to peo 
of Jeru: like Sodom (9), no, were Sodom (10). “We’re chosen peo, 
ch of Abr/Isaac/Jacob. More, unlike N tribes of Isr, stayed faithful to 
house of David, G’s cov king. & still faithfully following Levitical 
law: festivals, offerings, sacrifices. How can G say we’re guilty of 
rebellion? What more could G want?” 

From outside, might seem strange that G would criticize rituals 
(10–15): tired of their sacrifices, had enough of their festivals, tells 
them to stop. After all, wasn’t G the One who created that whole 
sys? Has he changed his mind? & if he did, why should they be 
faulted? But that misses the pt. Prob not that they were making 
sacrifices, but how. Three probs w what they were doing: relat, 
ethical, cultural. 
•Relat prob (2–4): they didn’t know G. know (3) more than 

cognitive awareness or theo comp but intimacy of relat (cp. Gen 
4.1). For all their activity, they didn’t have an exp relat w the G 
they professed to worship. Their worship said they knew him, but 
in all actuality they had forsaken him (4). How is that poss? 

•2nd prob: ethical (21–23). Peo had forsaken justice by accepting 
bribes/gifts/favors on one hand & neglecting widows/fatherless/
afflicted on other. Did busi w those who enriched them. Rich 
helped rich, poor left helpless. Not just unmerciful, but unjust. G 
likens it to prostitution (selling self for gain, 21) & murder (guilty 
for death of helpless, 21). Thus when they raise their hands in pr, 
G sees only blood of innocent (15). If all you looked at was their 
relig perf, you’d say these peo were faithful. How could G say 
they’d forsaken him/spurned Holy One of Isr/turned their backs 
on him? They forsook the Lord by forsaking the oppressed, they 
spurned the Holy One of Isr by spurning fatherless, they turned 
their backs on 1TG by turning their backs on widows. Love for G 
always manifests in love for peo, & a failure to love peo always 
reflects a failure to love G (cp. 1Jn 4.19–21). If they knew what G 
was like, they wouldn’t treat peo like that. 
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•Brings us to 3rd prob: cultural (29–31). Weren’t convinced that Y 

was 1TG, so hedged bets by combining temple worship w 
worship of other deities. Surrounding nats offered variety of 
nature & fertility cults & many of G’s peo participated (e.g., King 
Ahaz & sacrifice of children). Syncretism: combining features of 
true worship w common cultural beliefs & practices. G calls it 
rebellion. 

Behind all of this lay a fatal flaw in their thinking, common to all: 
do right > be blessed, action > acceptance, ritual > redemption. 
That’s why Jeru could excuse mistreatment of others, even worship 
of other gods. “After all, what can Y do to me? I did what he said.” 
For those of us who aren’t very relig, pattern of thinking present: 
might not be G’s acceptance you’re looking for, but you’re trying to 
make it as an artist to prove your worth to your parents/find success 
in business to justify your existence/do a lot of good to redeem all 
your lost years. Same thinking: action > acceptance. And those of 
us who claim to be Xian don’t do any better. “If I read my B, G will 
hear my prs. Got to go to ch today or else I’ll have a bad wk. I’ll 
put my 10% in the offering plate or G’ll get it somehow. At least 
this way I’ll be blessed.” All the while we’re just as guilty of failing 
to love peo as Jeru was—we refuse to work w certain peo groups, 
only weigh profits in a dec, overlook widows, neglect fatherless, 
forget poor. & just like the peo of Judah, we adopt common 
cultural beliefs & practices of our day. Like rest of soc we ruthlessly 
pursue affluence/wealth but just add a little bit of G. Like rest of 
soc we disdain Scr norms on sex & give ourselves to illicit relats & 
activities while dutifully showing up on Suns. Like rest of soc we 
wield power for selfish ends while singing of X as the friend of 
sinners. Are we not likewise guilty of rebellion? 

They thought & we think pattern is observance > acceptance, 
action > redemption. But they (& we) have it backwards, shows we 
don’t know the Redeemer. Obsv doesn’t precede acceptance, etc. 
It’s the other way around. Pattern of redemption established at beg 
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of ch: before he ids rebellion of peo, G affirms, I reared children & 
brought them up (2). Very descriptive vbs. Beyer: “his tender care 
of the nat of Isr from its birth. He had cared for his peo every step 
of the way—during Abr’s life, his peo’s slavery in Egypt, & through 
the wilderness wanderings. He had brought them into the land 
triumphantly, a land he had promised their ancestors centuries 
earlier. [Even] when peo failed him, he continued to act graciously 
toward them” (38). Redemption begins not w our initiative but G’s. 
Pt of whole exodus narr: before sacrificial sys established was 10 
comms, & before 10 comms was divine act of redemption. Not 
observance > acceptance but vice versa, not action > redemption. 
So hope not found in what we do for G but in what G does for us.  

Pattern not only one Isa can look back on, but one that Isa looks 
forward to. Pattern of redemption would be fulfilled in another act 
of divine initiative (24–26). What will this act entail? Hint found in 
vv. 5–6. Description of divine discipline already meted out, yet 
persisting in rebellion. Clue #1: injured used in Isa 53.3–4 to say 
someone would come who would be familiar w pain (acquainted 
w grief) & surely he took our pain. Coincidence? 2nd clue: next vs 
welts used in 53.5, by his wounds we are healed. G is directing us 
forward to an act of divine initiative, the punishment we should 
endure bc of our meaningless worship, the guilt we bear bc of our 
failure to love peo, the anger we’ve stirred by our catering to soc—
all of it was borne by J. Friends, redemption doesn’t come by what 
we do, it comes by what G did for us in the Suffering Servant, J. 
Ergo only direct quotation in NT from Isa 1 is v 9 (cp. Rom 9.29): 
defense of G’s sov initiative to rescue sinners. G accepts broken 
peo like you & me not bc of what we’ve done but bc of what J has 
done for us. That’s why gos is good news: not about your perf this 
wk, but the life, death, & res of J. Result: v. 18. 

So then what does that mean for us? It means we’re free from the 
burden of trying to redeem ourselves. We no longer have to prove 
our worth by fulfilling some arbitrary list of dos and don’ts. We’re 
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free, in short, to repent. That is, we’re free to turn from the lifeless 
lives we were living, the unending pursuit of significance/worth/
acceptance, and free to follow our Redeemer. That’s what 16–17 
are getting at. Motyer (47) notes nine commands in three groups of 
three, shows what repentance entails. 
•“get right w G” (16a–c). Acknowledge the way you’re on not only 

self-destructive but bound for judgment. Confess your sin & 
brokenness. 

•“reorder pers life” (16d–17b). Turn from your old way, don’t 
assume you know what you’re to do, be a learner, pursue doing 
right in all relats. 

•“reform soc” (17c–e). Here’s the outward dynamic. Love for G 
always translates into love for others. Defend oppressed lit. 
“correct oppression.” Spir not just about you & G, but about G 
remaking you into someone free to love others just as freely as G 
has loved you. 

This msg really at heart of what many of us celebrated the other 
day: Oct 31, 1517. Luther: “Xians should be taught that one who 
gives to the poor, or lends to the needy, does a better action than if 
he purchases indulgences. Bc, by works of love, love grows & a 
man becomes a better man; whereas, by indulgences, he does not 
become a better man, but only escapes certain penalties. Xians 
should be taught that he who sees a needy person, but passes him 
by although he gives money for indulgences, gains no benefit from 
the pope’s pardon, but only incurs the wrath of G” (#s 43–45). 
Rome had fallen victim to error of action > acceptance, ritual > 
redemption. Reformers got it right: redemption comes 1st. But we 
evans sometimes get it wrong when we stop there. redemption > 
obedience, acceptance > action. Why this table is so imp, bc it 
shows both. On one hand, acceptance settled bc of J & so we 
perform this ritual. On other, obed doesn’t end here but moves 
outward in love for others. 
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